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The Jacksonian.
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The March.

Richard Gilbert & David Gregory, aka R & D Violence Designers,
recently served on the teaching faculty of the SAFD Winter Workshop
at Pheasant Run and will contribute incidental rough stuff for the
Theatre of Westem Springs' Maritius, in addtion to conducting
smallsword classes at the new Forteza gymnasium.
Ben Peterson has twice served as fight consultant for productions in
Mary-Archie Theater's Angel Island, experience likely to prove useful
when he assists David Woolley wlth Superior Donuts.
Mary Ann Bowman is a founding member of the Babes With Blades
all-female fight troupe.
Matt Engle will choreograph violence for Lifeline Theatre's spring
production of The Hunger and Factory Theatre's twentieth anniversary
season revival of the swashbuckling satire RenFaire: A Fistful
of Ducats.
David Chrzanowski recently relocated to Los Angeies, where he is
pursuing a writing career as a company member of-Theatre Unleashed.
Leon Shanglebee is the artistic director of Los Angeles' Gangbusters
Theatre and a member of the Ovations awards committee.
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CAIL FOR COPY
Moulinet: An Action Quarterly now has its own website! Log
onto it at www.actionquarterly.com
WE WANT YOUR STORIES! Our goal is to bring you news,
information and anecdotes on the topic of stage combat. We can't
do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know
or what you think we should know. Got some fighting words?
Send them to Moulinet: An Action Quarterly.

ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, FEATURES - 300-1000 words.
- 100-300 words. Mail all submissions to MOULINET,

Reviews

or e-mail to
fightingwords@hotmail.com (include ground-mail address and/or
telephone number) Payment in copies. All rights return to

P.O. Box 392, La Grange, Illinois, 60525
the authors.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS February 29,2012
- $5 for 1-25 words, $10 for26-50 words. (Boxes,
graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)
ADVERTISEMENTS
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Check out the
Society of American
F'ight I)irectors
website
at
ttwur.safd.org

krrific Combat!!! , edited by Tony Wolf, with a forward
by William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary
on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural fight
consultant for the Lord of the Rings film trilogy. For further
information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com.
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Lees Action
Theater, DVD documentary by Kevin Leeser, starring the stunttroupe whose debut in 1977 became the prototype for American
Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information,
log onto www.3alarmcarnival.com

A

Sword of Hearts, DVD film by Sword And Cloak Productions.
A swashbuckling tale of adventure and intrigue in the style of Ifte
Three Musketeers, filmed on the grounds of the Bristol Renaissance
Faire and Stronghold Medieval Retreat, starring Kathrynne Ann
Rosen, Zach Thomas, Amy Harmon and Travis Estes. For order
information, log onto www.swordandcloak.com.
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens
when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in l0th-century Italyas it really was? For information, Iog onto www.CreateSpace.com
or e-mail lokean @ gmail.com.

THE GALLERYBOOKSTORE at 923 WestBelmontAve.
Action Quarterly. They are now
also available on-line through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
has back issues of Moa Linet: An

Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William
Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore (773) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst@ voyager.net

ANATOMY OF A FIGHT: Plotting the Superior Donzls Duel
Once upon a time, a script calling for a fight
announced itself by the single stage direction "they
fight", whereupon the actors designated to perforn
this business would work out a few standard moves"two up, two down, chase to the stairs", etc, Tracy
Letts' Superior Donuts, however, demands a fight
incorporating the psychological subtext and progressive suspense of the final showdown in a Clint
Eastwood film.
Consider the set-up: Arthur is a sixty-year-old
restaurateur whose go-with-the-flow lifestyle has
rendered him passive to the point of inertia. When
the neighborhood crime boss severely injures the boy
whom Arthur has befriended, the reluctant hero vows
to put things right. He pays Luther the money owed
by the young debtor, but then demands that the aged
hoodlum fight him. With Luther's strongarm, Kevin,
along with Arthur's sidekick, Max, and Max's hulky
but mild-tempered nephew, Kiril, serving as witnesses, the duelists-Arthur utterly clueless about
the use of his fists and Luther well past his scrapping
prime-proceed to square off. The playwright
describes the scene:
The fight is long. And painful. It is sweaty and
bloody. The fighters display greatferocity. The fight
inv olv e s fi s tic uffs, g r ap plin g, w re s tlin g and fo und
objects. The fight contains gouging, biting and
kicking. Arthur and Luther speakvery little during
thefights. They swear, they grunt, they cry out in
pain...By the endgame, both lnen are bloodied and
sweaty, their bodies bent with exhaustion.

This is not something that can be assembled over
a week's rehearsal. For the play's west coast premiere

at Los Angeles' Geffen Playhouse, fight choreographer Ned Mochel began work nearly a year in
advance, blocking out the sequences, move by move,
by means of a technique borrowed from film called

"storyboarding". Using a picture of the set for reference, he located the major action in the part of the
diner fronted by the counter running from side to side
on the stage, with an "order-up" window directly
behind. The kitchen door and glass display case
holding the day's pastries is to the left of the counter,
and a refrigerator to the right of the window.
"A Fight Plot doesn't list each design element's
specific illusion," explains Mochel, "It's more of a
beat-by-beat description. And we do have actual

storyboards-the art work isn't very good, but

it

helps the designers prepare for what will happen."
The scene begins with Arthur posed in formal
boxing stance and a skeptical Luther standing in
guard position. We then proceed with the first

two sequences:

I.

The Punch Heard Round the World

Arthur

crosses down left to Luther and punches him
in the face with a clumsy round-house jab.
Luther falls against the refrigerato4 bounces off, then
hits padding on stage-right side of the counter
Arthur clutches his own hand in pain and moves
upstage center.
Max and Kiril move toward Arthur.

2. The Tboth
While hidden behind the counter Luther pops a
tic-tac "tooth" and a blood capsule into his mouth.
AII actionfreezes as he rises to his feet.
Luther spits out the ticiac "tooth". Blood dribbtes
down his chin. He looks toward Arthur
Luther charges Arthur The fight is on!
Storyboarding is moie than just the fighters,
Mochel cautions. It encompasses director and
designer input, with all the elements coming together
to create the live-action moment. This is illustrated
in a later sequence involving Luther throwing a
sugar-canister and smacking Arthur in the face.
This stunt is accomplished thusly:

Arthur takes a position at the end of the countetr
facing upstage.
Luther positions himself farther upstage to the lef't of
the refrigerator

Kevin places himself just to Luther's left, also

facing upstqge.
Arthur picks up a cqnister and holds it low, hiding it
with his body.

Luther tosses an identical canister into the air
catches it, and then pulls back to throw it.
Kevin takes Luther's canister from his hand on the
pull-back and hides it.
Luther thenfakes the throw.
Arthur tosses HIS canister into the air as if whacked
in the head.

The knap is foleyed by a backstage assistant con'
cealed in the order-uP area'

CRACKI Arthur gives Luther's wrist a huge rwist
and breal<s the bones (plastic-cup breakknap
gene rate d by

The course of the fight also incorporates character details--early in the play, for example, we have
been told that Luther suffers from ulcers. Thus, when
Arthur rams him in the stomach during a struggle
over a broom, Luther, in desperation, snatches a
creamer off the counter and gulps down the contents'
The scene's crisis begins in a cartoonlike offstage
chase, but swiftly segues into threatening tension:
11.

Kitchen Fight and TraY Chase

Luther chases Arthur into the kitchen.
Crashing and smashing-pots, pans, trays, silverware-is heardfrom the kitchen. At one point,
we see Luther, armedwith a tray, chasing Arthur
past the order-uP window.
We hear two big "sm&sh" sounds in the kitchen, then
ahuge "crash" sound.
A beat of silence.
Max, peeking through the kitchen-door window turns
to report what he sees, but before he can utter
a word,

ARTHUR COMES CRASHING OUT OF THE
KITCHEN with Luther behind him, waving a donut
tray held over his head.
12. The Mixer and the Kntfe

Arthur begins to crawl over the counter
Luther grabs an electric mixer from behind the
order-up window.
Luther pins Arthur to the countertop with a hand
on Arthur's chest and slowly lowers the mixer

b

acks ta g e as s i stant ).

The knife drops to the floor.

This decisive move turns the battle, and in the
final sequence, Arthur shoves and kicks Luther
around the stage, finishing with Luther falling into
the donut rack, which then crumples to the ground
with a crash, taking Luther with it and scattering

o"*':i;Tilt-.TJ,:
mke credit ror rhe whole battle,"
Mochel says of the scene that drew its own round
of applause from preview audiences, "but the nature
of my method dictates shared credit-the donut rack
collapse-and-spill is the work of set designer John

Arnone, for example. The director, the actors and
the designers all work with the fight choreographerwho's more of a film-style stunt co-ordinator-to
realize a single artistic vision."
He shrugs, "I call this approach to stage combat
'new', but the truth is that it's been the standard in
Chicago's storefront and black-box theaters for years'
It's now time to bring it to the bigger venues'"

HITTING THE MATS IN LOS ANGELES
WITH CHAD DEITY
When your first produced play turns out to be a
coast-to-coast hit, it's tempting to keep tweaking it'
Kristoffer Diaz took advantage of The Elaborate
Entrance of Chad Deity's swift transfers-to New
York, then to Los Angeles, following its premiere in
Chicago under the auspices of the Teatro Vista and
Victory Gardens companies-to make script changes
based in the wide variety of physical spaces and

to his face.

audience responses.
In the original text, the dramatic action reaches

and stops.

its climax during the scene when Macedonio Guerraa fighter hired to lose matches against athletically
inferior, but more popular, opponents-vents his anger
and frustration at the sport he so loves with a flurry of
punches and kicks markedly different in style from
the showy theatrics exhibited in the ring. In the midsized auditorium of Chicago's Biograph Theatre, the
actor could sprint up the aisles to deliver his rant to

At the last minute, the mixer unplugs from the wall
shoves Luther toward the order-up area'
Luther clrops the mixer, but then picks up a long

Arthur

carving kntfe.
Arthur tries again to scramble over the bar
Luther pins Arthur's left hand and lowers the knife,
intending to cut off one of Arthur's fingers'
Kiril starts to intervene, but Max stops him'
Kevin makes to engage Kiril, but halts when Max
holds Kiril back.
The knife slowly descends to Arthur's fingers'
Arthur stops the knift's descent.
The knifu begins to rise'

spectators' faces, but the more conventionallyconfigured rooms in other cities made for greater

distance-visual, acoustical and psychologicalbetween performer and sPectator.

The biggest of these was Los Angeles' Geffen
Playhouse, where playwright Diaz, director Edward
Torres and fight choreographer David Woolley-all of
them three-time creative team members-decided that
a fast final-showdown was best. This time, Guerra
proclaims his rebellion with the single act of decking
the powerful promoter-a mutiny that freezes his

fellow wrestlers in their tracks-resulting in minimal
distraction that allows us to remain focused on every
word of his fury before the deceptively quiet epilogue
brings Diaz' critique home.
This doesn't mean that there's not still plenty of
adrenaline-pumping sweat-and-muscle. (Chad
Deity's arrival in L.A. even drew public challenges
from actual west coast pro wrestlers.) Moulinet
correspondent Leon Shanglebee weighs in on the
smackdown in SoCal:
"In wrestling, you can't kick somebody's ass
unless they're helping you kick their ass. This has
never been more evident than in The Elaborate
Entrance of Chad Deity, where the entire second act
rs all about ass-kicking. What is very rare for a stage
combat enthusiast is that 95Vo of Chad Deity's fights '
are fake-and .by 'fake', I rpgan thattye, as tfe audi- .
ence, are privy to its fakery.
"Act One is character set-up with nary a live
fight, but Act Two is all about kicking and
powerbombing. The first match starts within minutes
of our returning from intermission, when Mr. Deity
takes on 'the Bad Guy'. We start with a quick, slick
clothesline by Deity, who then swings Bad Guy
into the air for an awesome over-the-shoulder slam
followed by an elbow fall. We are not down yet,
however. Deity picks Bad Guy off the floor and gives
him his trademark throw-down.
"Our next scuffle is a tutorial for the East Indian
Mgneshwar Paduar, soon to be given the handle of
'The Fundamentalist'. After Mace demonstrates the
'camel clutch'-a move made famous by the Iron
Sheik in the 1980s-he follows it up with a quick
exhibition of a 'superkick', which is a fast surprise
kick to the chest. Next we see Paduar, aka the Fundamentalist, in his first professional match, versus the
much-bigger Billy Heartland, who makes a long and
wonderful entrance into the ring before Paduar drops
him to the mat with a single superkick to the sternum.
The fight is over almost as soon as it begins.
"We also get some 'real' violence outside of the

ring, when Deity sneaks up behind Paduar and slams
him in the back with a folded metal chair (a move
I've witnessed on television that looks even better
live). The third fight in the ring features Paduar
versus 'Old Glory'. Once again, The Fundamentalist
triumphs with a superkick-now called a 'sleeper cell
kick'. You gotta give credit to Timothy Talbott, who
plays both Heartland and Glory-he knows how to hit
the canvas with a thud!
"Chad Deity is one of those plays where you're
not sure what you just saw, but you know it was like
nothing you've ever ssen. I can't give [Fight director]
David Woolley enough credit-his battles are not only
highly entertaining, but wonderfully educational, too.
I walked out of the theater looking for trouble, just
so I could try doing a superkick."

PULP SHAKESPEARE
fight choreography byAaron Lyons
reviewed by David Chrzanowski
It'g a prgmise as delicious.as it is simple: take
Quentin Tarantino's legendary action frlm, Pulp
Fiction, and set it in Elizabethan England, staged in
the manner of a Shakespeare play. Moulinet coffespondent David Chrzanowski reports from Los
Angeles in a review titled, "Cottage Pie, Please!"
"When Julius Winfield implores Yolanda to
'retain thy cool' near the end of the play, I was
reminded what a clever idea Her Majesty's Secret
Players had in creating Pulp Shakespeare.The
scenes follow closely the classic frlm Pulp Fiction,
and the words are the very-well, 'pulp of the play'.
Written and adapted by an army of collaborators
that I half expected to include the Earl of Oxford, it
was easy to see why this play was an audience
favorite at the L.A. Fringe Festival this year. Director
Jordan Monsell keeps the action moving briskly on
a minimalist set that forces the audience to rely on
the adroit dialogue. Famous Shakespeare Lines,
beware! Her Majesty's Secret Players have a devilish
sense of humor!
"As for the violence ... well, it could be more
fine-tuned before it attempts an appearance at Ye
Olde Globe. Daggers are the primary weapons, with
some fine cameo work by a medieval spear, short
sword, crossbow and fists. I was uncomfortable,

however, during the clash between Sir 'Butch'
Coolidge and Lord Marsellus (the result of a car crash
in the film, but here cleverly transposed to a brawl
that lands the two in the stocks). When the audience
feels that the fight is unsafe, we are taken out of the
play. And as nary a squib was seen the entire evening,
I have to assume that at least one of the punches

thrown by Butch hit its mark.
"But, as I was told over and over again in graduate school, Shakespeare's audiences went to 'hear'
a play, not 'see' it. The measure of the play's success
is that it is so much fun to hear! For example, 'I do
not partake of swine. Be he corpulent of stature? Oh,
do not speak to me of the caressing of the feet.
Methinks the gimp doth soundly slumber still.'
Missing blood and impalement hazards aside, this
gets my highest recommendation."

CYRANO
fight choreography by Matt Hawkins
Technically, Edmund Rostand specifies only one
blades-up in his iconic drama-the showy poetry-duel
in the first scene. Oh, but that single characterdefining exhibition of swordplay requires expert
planning and extensiverehearsal of a level mandating
the attention of a bonafide fight choreographer,
making it increasingly customary in modern productions of the classic swashbuckler to further utilize the
talents of the on-site specialist by incorporating
spectacle previously occurring offstage.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in Matt
Hawkins' minimalist adaptation, which excises huge
portions of text to take full advantage of a playing
space bare of furnishings, with the exception of
a well-worn grand piano at center stage, and an
elevated gallery, accessed by ladders, spanning its
perimeter. This latter scenic element enables the oneagainst-a-hundred fight to be conducted on two
levels, with the narrow upstairs promenade offering
opportunities for hand-to-hand skirmishes in addition
to flashing steel. (At one point, our hero repels a
crowd of adversaries by using his foremost opponent
like a riot shield to push back the advancing attack.)
The bravura is not restricted to the title character,
however: when the time comes for the football-jock
Christian de Neuvillette to cover his regiment's
retreat on the battlefield, though he is hopelessly
outnumbered, he goes down swinging, slashing at
enemy soldiers with a saber in each hand in a heroic
send-off reminiscent of his mentor's likewise solitary
victory early in the action.

THE COUNT OF MONTE CRTSTO
fight choreography by Richard Gilbert &
David Gregory
Dumas' romantic-era adventure yarn recounts
the progress of a wronged hero bent on retribution,

but this is no blood-soaked neo-Jacobean vengeance
thriller. Our protagonist exhibits compassion toward
his enemies, sparing the blameless and remorseful,
while showing no mercy for the unrepentant.
Fight choreographers less compassionate than
Richard Gilbert and David Gregory might selfishly
have injected dazzhng feats of physical combat at
every opportunity, rather than exhibiting the restraint
manifested in their violence design. The results never
obstruct the narrative momentum or break with
psychological dynamic, but are instead kept brief, as
well as closely integrated with the dialogue, flowing
seamlessly from the dramatic action.
Even some potentially-unnerving business involving a suicide pistol-shot is executed with the
confidence that comes of a certainty that every
possible measure has been taken to ensure the safety
of the shooter. The secret to the risky banel-againstflesh stunt lies in the weapon's blast venting to the
side, with an added flange directing the spray away
from the actor's eyes and diffusing it over his highcollared cavalry tunic. Gilbert claims to have personally tested this procedure by firing into his own
mouth. Now rftar's a conscientious fight coach!

THE HEART IS A LONELY HUNTER
fight choreography by Matt Engle
The hardest kind of violence to stage is often
the casual, didn't-mean-it kind occurring between
friends. Clearly-defined combat, after all, can be
roughed out in advance and later adapted to the
configurations of the blocking, but for Carson
McCullers' painfully innocent adolescents suddenly
aware of each others' growing bodies, one false
move-"false", in this case, meaning "premeditated"will shatter the dramatic ambience beyond

all redemption.
Matt Engle's solution is to avoid an excess of
touchy-feely between tomboyish Mick and timid
Harry in the scenes leading up to the confrontation.
A friendly quarrel provokes Mick to charge Hany
full-on, forcing him into a bear-hug grapple, and
since she is the larger and bolder of the two-as girls

of that age tend to be-she bowls him over backwards,
winding up by straddling his supine torso.
They then freeze, gazes locked, the adult implications of their physical proximity suddenly registering
with them. Quickly they separate, mumbling excuses
for their hasty departures, but however fervently the
perpetrators may strive to erase this premonition of
developments to come, it is not lost on the audience.

with any gunfire occurring offstage. In the end, only
one man is left alive-luckily, he is the obligatory
Taciturn Coldblood, whose icy demeanor renders
plausible his decision notto torch the squalid room
and its corpses, presenting it as a perversely ironic
choice, rather than a purely practical measure to
prevent an uncontained blaze sending the secondfloor loft space up in genuine flames.

OUR LEADING LADY
fight choreography by Mary Ann Bowman
A Charles Busch play-this one mandating an
elderly dowager portrayed by a male actor in drag
and an African-American actress in white-face

NO BOUNDARIES FOR FIGHT JEFF

posing as a Chinese maidservant on the night that
Abraham Lincoln was shot-scarcely needs physical
violence to suggest disorder. The mid-19th-century
gowns present problems however-in particular, the
voluminous crinoline petticoats (hoopskirts, to the
couturially-challenged) worn by ladies who must
then engage in cat-spats while separated by waist-toankle cages nearly three feet in diameter.
Fortunately, Babes With Blades founding mem-

u

addition to taking
ber Mary Ann Bowmanr
principal role, doubles as fight choreographer, her
expertise at feminine free-for-alls enabling her to
instruct her fellow combatants in crouching attacks,
initiated by reaching over the fortifications of froufrou to grasp an opponent's coiffure for some oldfashioned hair-pulling, followed by furious chases
scattering bystanders in the wake of the ribbonfestooned armor. The men, whether Union army
soldiers or effete aesthetes, may huff and puff, but
it's the women who fight the war.

il

,

RIFF RAFF
fight choreography by Ben Peterson
As with many plays written by actors, Laurence
Fishburne's gritty noirish drama dispenses with
backstory to launch his thugs-drugs-and-guns quarrel
in medias res. When you've got only three characters,
however, you can't afford to kill anybody /oo sooneven the trio's wounded Badass, whose attitude all
but proclaims "collateral damage", has to remain
conscious and vocal for at least two-thirds of the
conflict-in-progress.
Ben Peterson wisely keeps the injuries painful,
but not fatal, restricted to grapples, pins and throws,

In New York City, they don't give awards for
fight choreography, but in Chicago, they do. In fact,
so much does the Windy City's Joseph Jefferson
committee appreciate good stage combat that they
will even give an award to a New Yorker! This
explains why, in a category encompassing several
heavy-um, hitters, Rick Sordelet took the coveted
Jeff for his wall-to-wall-and-into-your-lap violence in
Chicago Shakespeare Theatre's Romeo and Juliet,
creating a fiery-tempered Verona where the elders
scrap and squabble like teenage hoodlums. "Theirs
is a culture of violence," Sordelet dbclared in an
interview, "I say, let them all fightt Women, children--even the dogsl"
The ante-factobuzz was skeptical of the prize
going to a non-local artist-indeed, Sordelet himself
made the decision to attend the ceremonies a mere
two days earlier, so doubtful was he that his presence
would prove necessary-making the upset a surprise
to everyone present. When summoned to the stage by
presenter David Woolley, Sordelet seemed more
stunned than exhilarated by the unexpected victory.
In a voice so quiet as to be barely heard, he thanked
the Jeff Committee and his Chicago Shakespeare
compatriots for their welcome, before pronouncing
the gala event "classy."
So is it cheating our own talented artists to
choose an outsider for so rare an accolade? Those
inclined to grumble should be reminded that working
fight directors in our city have a chance at winning
an award every season-an opportunity not offered
anywhere else in America. If it falls to the Jeff
committee to correct this oversight by its example,
how better than to extend honors to an artist whose
international credits will now proclaim to the world
Chicago's awareness of this specialized skill?

"The action is so dorninated
by bombastic nonsens€, you
long for a decently-paced
sword fight."
-Michael"P'hitlips
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